
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brief Introduction of KCM Machinery Manufacturing Co., LTD 

KCM Machinery Manufacturing Co., LTD is a professional supplier 
that designing, manufacturing, installation, debugging for 
equipments, moulds especially in the field of refrigerator and chest 
freezer product. The company was found in the year 2001 by 
experienced experts worked in the mold division of YANGTZI 
refrigerator factory that now incorporated by SIEMENSE company 
of Germany. 

From beginning of foundation, KCM gained the opportunity to 
cooperate with BOSCH-SIEMENSE House Hold Appliances(BSH) 
for supplying vacuum forming mold and foaming plug, as well as 
punching machine etc, with the spread in business year in and year 
out, we cooperated SIEMENSE division in Brasília, turkey, Russia 
and Germany headquarter. Meanwhile we built close cooperation 
relationship with MEILING, HISENSE, FRESHTECH, MIDEA etc in 
domestic market, and in the oversea market we also has our 
customers like OG, PASSAP from Egypt, EMERSUN, HIMALIA from 
Iran, LIEBHERR of Germany, QS of Italy, CAPRI of Zimbabwe, 
SINO of Uzbekistan, WALTON of Bangladesh and DAMRO of Sri 
Lanka etc.  

KCM Co. is located middle east of china where the city name is 
CHUZHOU city that belong to Anhui province, the nearest airport is 



Nanjing international airport, along this city, the High speed rail way 
between Beijing and Shanghai across aside that one and half hour 
to Shanghai and four hours to Beijing, meantime the high road to 
Hefei, Nanjing, ZHENGZHOU and Qingdao also very convenient for 
transportation selection.  

There are 180 staffs for total members in our company in which 
around 25% of members are working in technical department for 
R&D, CNC and processing flow, we also has strictly quality control 
system that in conformity with ISO9001 standards. There are 
precision machining of CNC for guaranteeing accurate processing, 
as well as many other tooling and machining equipments.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The main business of the product is:  

1. Equipments& Molds for Refrigerator and Chest Freezer; 

2. Assembly Line for Refrigerator& Chest Freezer; Washing 
Machine, Air Conditioner and Water Dispenser etc.  

3. Injection Mold For Drawer, Vegetable Box, Shelf and Grid 
etc, Door Cap And other assembly components; Twin Tub, Top 
Cover, Control Panel And Bottom Support etc.  

4. Vacuum Forming Mold for Refrigerator cabinet and door inner 
liner by ABS or HIPS sheet with Male or Female type forming 
method via thermo forming machine. 

5. Metal Molding Dies for compressor baffle, UCL(upper, center 
and Lower) Crossed Bar, Compressor Support, Door panel of 
refrigerator; Air conditioner out door metal components like front 
cover, rear cover, right and left joint parts etc;  



6. Other Special Purpose Machine: such as punching machine for 
inner liner body or door; Winding machine for chest freezer 
evaporator to surround inner liner. Linear Straight Foaming Line For 
Refrigerator cabinet; Rotary Drum ( Seven Jigs Revolving 
Device)for Door Body Foaming; Thermo 
Forming Machine Transmitted by Spiked Chain for 
Multi-station Vacuum Forming; Single station vacuum 
forming both for door and cabinet inner liner; Side Panel Roller 
Forming Line ( As well as U-Shape Bending); Door 
Bending Forming Line;   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since its inception, always adhere to the principle of science and 
technology, with talent, technology for developing motility, quality, 
and credit as the enterprise life objective. The combination of rich 
experience in designing and manufacturing capabilities of high 
quality talent team. 

The company is full implement CAD/CAM computer—aided design 
and manufacture, with various advanced CNC processing 
equipment and testing equipment, with mature exquisite craft, 
strict quality controlling system and perfect after-sale service.    

Contact Person: 

Mr. Leo Zhang 

Email: leizhang112@126.com; leizhang112@hotmail.com; 

Tel:   0086 550 3088037 

Fax:   0086-550 3088029 

Http:   www.e-kc.net  

Address: No. 688, ZIWEI South Road, CHUZHOU City, Anhui Province, China.  


